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Iterative Solutions of the Diriehlet Problem
for L::.u=bu2n

Sung Ki Kim

1. Introduction. We construct the solution of

L::,.u=!Jusn (1)

in a given region. the value of u on the boundary of the region being

known. The given boundary values of u and the constant b are non

negative. The existence of the solution is demonstrated by the convergence

of the iterative methods discussed.

The notation and terminology of this paper are based on [1]. Under

the same conditions of [1]. we can easily show that the solution u is

unique by an appeal to the maximum principle and its corollary in [1].

Three iterative methods belonging to the class of linear iterative methods

L::,.U;+1 =bu/'(cu",+(l-c)U;+ln)

are investigated.

2. Newton's Methods. The problem of this paper is to determine the

nonnegative solution u of the integral equation

u(S)+b!G(s, t)usn(t)dt-h(s)=O (2)

which is equivalent to (1). Identifying P(u) with the left-hand side of

(2), one has

P'(u)v(s) =v(s)+2nh!G(s, t)usn-1v(t)dt,

and

P"(u)vw(s) =2n(2n-l)b!G(s. t)u2n
-

Sv(t)w(t)dt•

.The initial function Uo is to be an approximate solution of (2). If b is

small, one may take Uo=h.
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From (2), we have
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P(Uo)=b!G(S, t)h21l(t)dt.

Since the maximum value of h is unity, the maximum of f,

p(Uo)~bfG(S, t)dt~bG [1].

From the definition of the Frechet derivative,

P'(uo)u=U(S)+2nh!G(s, t)h21l -1(t)U(t)dt.

Using the bound of the Green's function [1],

max 2nhfG(s, t)h2n-l(t)u(t)dt~2nlJGlmax u(s).

If 2nhG1 <I, the inverse of the operator P'(u) exists and its norm is no

greater than

B=I/(1-2nhG1) [3].

We obtain the following inequality

11 [P'(Uo)] -lP(Uo) II~ Ii [P'(uo)] -lll·llP(uo)1I ~B·bGl =1/.

A bound for P"(u) with u in a certain neighborhood of Uo is needed.

However, F(u) has the general bnund

K =2n(2n -1)bG1•

Finally, we need

2n(2n-l)b2G12

(1-2nbG1)2
(3)

If b is sufficiently small, this inequality will be satisfied. Thus for the

present problem the Kantorovich Theorem [1] asserts that if b is so small

that inequality (3) is satisfied, then the sequence u; of solutions to

flf,(s)=h(s)

Ui+l (s) +2nh!G(s, t)Uj2n-l (t)Uj+l(t)dt

=h(s)+(2n-I)b!G(s, t)uj2n(t)dt (i=O,I,2, ......)

conv~rges to the solution U of (2), that solution being unique.

3. The Natural iteration. The successive iterates Uj are solutions of

Uo=h
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Ui=! on S(i=O, 1, 2, )

or equivalently

Ui+I(S) =h(s) -bJG(s, t)uiz"(t)dt.

k is positive in R [1]. Sinee fC(s, t)uo2"(t)dt is positive and zero on S.

for smaH enough b, UI(S) will also be nonnegative in R:O;?'uI.

The solution U is no greater than h. For A(u-h)=bu2"~O, so that,

by the maximum principle, u-h;?O.

If b is so small that O;?,Uh then

0~UI;?U3~······;?U2i+I;?······~U~······~U2;~······~U2~UO

by further application of the maximum principle.

The convergence of the sequence Ut is established as foHows:

1U"+I-U,, 1=bl!G(s, t) [u"z"-Un-l2
"] (t)dt

=bl!G(s, t)(u,,"+un-t")(u,,"-u,,-I")(t)dt

~bmax Iu""-U,,_I" /·/fC(s, t). (u""+u,,_I")dt\

~2bmaxlu""-un-l"I'lfGdtl

~2bGImax!u,,"-u,,_I"1
~2bClmaxIUn"-I+u-2,,"Un_I+······+u,,"-II·lu,,-u,,"-11

-;'i:.2nbG I • max Iu" - u"_II.

If 2nbC I <1, the sequence converges absolutely and uniformly.

4. The iteration for arbitrary positive values of b. For this method

the sequence of functions Ui is taken to be:

uo=h

LlU;+l =bU;"Ui+l" in R

u;=! on S U=O, 1, 2, )

at' equivalently

For this sequence one may assert that the U; are positive in R except
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perhaps for a set of measure zero on which u/'=O(i. e., Ui=O) [1].

To demonstrate the convergence of the iteration, it is shown below that

IIvi+tll$rllvill (0<1'<1), where Vi=Ui+ln-U/'.

Thus

IIvi+lll~ri+lllvoI~

Here the norm is that of real La-space:

lim Uin=U exists as the sum of the convergent in the series
i-oo

...
Uo+r: Vi.

/=0

From (4),

Therefore

Vi+l = -b [u7+~+"""+Ui+nfG(S, t)ti'i+l(Vi+l+fJ;)(t)dt (5).

Let{C'pj} be the set of normalized characteristic solutions and the numbers

A.j, the corresponding characteristic values of

fG(s, t)UiH"Ct)C'pjCt)dt=A.lPiCs).

The existence and completeness of the C'pj and A.j under certain continuity

conditions on u/H"(i. e., Ui+l) is demonstrated in [2].

The corresponding differential equation for C'pj is

A.jJC'pj=-UiHnC'pj in R

C'pj=O on S.

Here we have

By Green's theorem
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so that, Aj~O.

A bound on the Aj is obtained from the integral form:

Aj 1glls) 1= I!GCs, t)ui+1"Ct)glj(t)dt I

~maxlgljl·maxlui+1"I.maxl!GCs, Odtj

=G1maxlgljl.

It follows that Aj~Gl'

By the completeness of the glj, there exist constants ai,j and ai+hj for

which ..
v,=r:J ai, J'<Pj,

j=l

..
and Vi+l == r:J a,'+h /Pj.

j=1

Inserting the series forms for Vi and Vi+l into (5) gives

B{ai+h j [1 +b Aj(U;~~+'" +U;~:)] +ai, jbAj [u;~~+... +U;~:] }glj=o.
)=1

From the orthogornality of the glj,

-ai, jb A.j [U7.+~+ '" +u7.+:1
1+b A.j rU7.+:i+ '" +U7+:1 •

So that

bAj[U7.+~+",+ui.+:n <
0:::; 1+bAj [te:.;:i+ ..• +U7.;::J

Iai+h j I~1'1ai, j I.

1'<1.

By Parseval's theorem, we have

IIVi+l 1!~1' IIvi 11.

Here l' is independent of i. Hence the sequence ut" converges in the

mean. Therefore u, converges in the mean, as was to be shown.
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